uCreate User Agreement

1. I will be responsible for the care and condition of the uCreate Space hardware, accessories and software while I am using the uCreate Space.

2. I will use the VHS to DVD converter for my own home videos, not for copyrighted materials. I understand that the Stratford Library is not responsible for the loss of information or damage to VHS tapes, films, slides and other media brought into the uCreate Space.

3. I will use the uCreate Space computers for applications such as photo editing, digital scanning, video editing, 3D printing, etc. If I need to use the internet or Microsoft Office, I will use the public computers in the teen or adult services areas.

4. I will not create anything that is obscene, inappropriate, unsafe, harmful or dangerous.

5. I understand that the Stratford Library is not liable for any loss, damages, or bodily injuries resulting from the use of the 3D printer.

6. I will not use the 3D printer to create anything that is subject to copyright, patent or trademark protections.

7. I agree to pay a nominal fee for materials such as 3D printing filament or DVDs.

8. I will not remove any Stratford Library hardware or accessories from the uCreate Space.

9. I will leave all food and drink outside of the room.

10. I will treat all others using the uCreate Space with respect, consideration and cooperation.

By signing this agreement, I verify that I have read and understand all the terms and conditions set forth by Stratford Library. This agreement is in effect for current and all subsequent uCreate Space use. Violation of this agreement may result in loss of privileges.

Signature

Date